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WANT ADS

OPEN

2:20-3:50-5:20
:00-8:

2pemo

10:00

Special late Show Fri. &Sat. 11 :40

7

ACADEMY
Best Act'-'.
AlWARD Best Picture Best
Best A_ctress
_
H
Director
NOMINATIONS
Best Supporting Actress
-·
Best Screenplay
But Cinematography

JOSEPH E. LEVINE
flltf>(NlS

A

MIKE NICHOLS-LAWRENCE TURMAN """""""'

"Benjamindoyoo find me

undesirableT
"Ob,no

Mrs. Robinson.
I think
you're the

ma>t attractive
ofall

IJIYparents'

friends.w

-THE GRADUATE

TECHNICOLOR

iriNE.BANCRDFT-DUSDN HOffMAN· DTHARINE ROSS
OPEN I :00, SHOW I :40, 3:40, 5:40, 7:40. 9:40, 11:40
NO COMPLIMENTARY PASSES

THE MOST EXCITING STORY OF OUR CENTURY!
. -:

LOST
BLACK PURSE 11.t Kennedy ra\17. Des·
perate for reading !)"lasses in purlle.
ReWllrd offered, Phone 256·0844.
A LOS ALAMOS High School clBBs rinG'
and a pearl rinG' in Zilmnemtan Libra.ry.
If found, p}eBBe contact J,inda Sear·
brough, 3505 Gareia NE, Phone 2~82930. Reward offered. 4(5
FOUND
LADY'S HANDBAG. Found at bus stop at
Yale and Central Friday, 2/29. Owner
may elabn at Student PublieatiDJIB office,
Rm. 159.

'

Coleman Travelstead Opens

FINEST

AS UN M Presidency Drive

HOURS

Sir Winston Churchill's own story
of his victories and defeats ·
as told in.his memoirs
of the second World Waiiir·-- ~------.

Admission Is Free
To ·Reagan's Tolk

S.U.B. Theatre
50¢
Fri. 7 & 10
'r~
i'

~

t

..

THE BOOK THE WORLD COULD NOT
LAY DOWN IS NOW A MOTION PICTURE.
.

~

.'I-

S.U.B. Theatre
Sat. 50,. l:!un.
7 & ~0
~ 5&8

~

.

..:

.,

P~RAIIOUIO" PM:TUW , _

RICHARD BURTOI
CLAIRE BlOOM
OllAR WERIIER

l

•THEIPYWHO
CAME II FROM
THE COLD'

FOR RENT
ONE BEDROOM APT. for rent. Utilitie'l
Paid. famished, nrd. and bar-b-Que.
151( Gold SE. $65 single, $70 double.

l'houe Ull-5114 or,Mll·10ll6.
~/10
1808 OLD '.l'OWN Rd. NW. Clumning u
& snit o[ Spanish annor. Tbeoe oue bedroom !nrniabed adobe apia, are & swing·
ing 'W&l' of li!e. Call Sam Cooper 266857-4 or evenings 1!(2.8280. Caird~Norrill
Realty.
b:
SERVICE:S
TYPING I For a 'Jmper' paper - edited
tn'llliUD&l'. optlling, punctnation - let &
form..,. NYC Exeentive Secrclal'Y help
yoa. Partial balckltroUnd: Advertising;
Art: Fiu..nclal; Leg,U ; Sclences. Experienced typing pror.,.ional papen preunted natlon&l engineering confe'l'enees.
Pboue: 24%-0649.

A MARTIH

RITT ~1011

I

FOUNl>
GREEN PLAID n.in.,.,.t at POISt omce
after demonsl:ratlon Tueod&y. Call Steve
at IW2-91iGll.

COLEMA~ TRAVELSTEAD announced his candidacy for president
of the Assoom.ted Students at a reception at the International Center
yesterday afternoon. The two-year veteran of Student Senate service
stressed his prPvious experience and pledged to make academies and
campus problems the main priorities of his administration. (Phota by
Pawley).

University and high school students will be admitted free to hear
California Governor Ronald Reagan speak at the Civic Auditorium
Tuesday, April 9, at about noon.
The student admission does not
include a $10 box luncheon scheduled before the address.
MANUEL LUJAN, vice-president of the New Mexico Republican State Central Committee,
flew to California to talk with
Reagan and to complete arrange-

Nixon Supporters Unite,
Seek Choice '68 Showing
A Nixon committee has been
:formed on the UNM campus due
to "the :favorable reaction of students" to a Nixon "Walk-In" held
here last Tuesday. John F. Slenes
was appointed acting chairman of
the committee.
Slenes indicated iri a campus
news relellse that the committee's
present goals are to secure a
favorable showing for their candidate in the Choice '68 elections
to be held April 24. They later
plan to campaign on a nationwide
level.
THE COMMITrEE'S first mormal meeting will be held Tuesday,
April 9, in the Union Theater.
Slenes will speak about the formation and plans of the organization. Ed Mechem is expected to
give the main address, although
confirmation has not been re-

ceived.
Also speaking will be Ed :Myslik, finance chairman for the Barnalillo county Republicans. He
will talk on campus and county
campaign procedures.
FORMS WILL :BE available at
the meeting for anyone who
wishes to aid the committee on its
formation of four sub-committees,
including finance, publicity, pro·
gramming, and resear<:h.
On campus there are organizationa supporting Democrats Robert Kennedy and Eugene MeCarthy for President. The Ni:lwn
group is the first backing a :Republican candidate here.
Across the country there are
clubs supporting Nelson Rockefeller, George Wallace, Lyndon
Johnson, Ronald Reagan, and
others for the presidertcy.

Ronald Reagan
menta for the governor's appearance here.
According to a GOP press re·
lease, Reagan told Lujan the
withdrawal of President Johnson
has caused a "flood'' of mail suggesting that he become a candidate £or the presidential race. But
Reagan supposedly insisted be
would remain a favorite son in
California, for the sake of party
unity.
STUDENTS must bring activity
cards or other student identification for admission to the speech.
Governor Reagan is expected to
arrive at the Albuquerque Sunport at 11 a.m. lie will hold a
press conference there at 11:15
a.m.

Coleman Travelstead yesterday
announced his candidacy for president of the Associated Students
next year. He stressed the value
of his two years' experience in
student government and pledged
to "make the students' stay at
UNM enjoyable, worthwhile, and
rewarding.''
The announcement was made at
an outdoor reception at the International Center attended by about
50 students.
TRAVELSTEAD promised that
his administration "would work
from within to expand the power
of the Associated Students. I:f
this expansion is done from the
outside, the result is complete
anarchy," he said.
He disputed recent claims that
student government is a closed
society, pointing out J;hat 30 candidates are running 'ler Student
Senate in the spring election.
TRAVELSTEAD praised the
activities of the Speakers, Cultural, and Popular Entertainment
Committees this year and said
these areas need only slight expansion.
Instead, he pledged to make
academics and campus problems
the priorities of his administration. Under academics he cited
the t~lans for a distinguished visiting professorShip and for scholarships for students attending the
Andean Study Center in Ecuador
next year. Travelstead sponsored
both proposals in Student Senate
this spring.
Travelstead pledged to work :for
the teacher-evaluation program,
scheduled to be voted on this
month by the Faculty Policy
Committee and, hopefully, to be
implemented this spring.

UNM Joins in Mourning King
Saturday Midnight
1/tO-fl.lU

fPt

OTHERS
favoriles pidured below}

IMJ~OOby©
$WO fro@Michul Putnam
Strip-tensing tor you guys down
in the front row.

llelun

01lltl Deretlly Witty
'One long racous belch in the
face oF the Ame!icart l10me. A
society whicb hides its anim~l
fooctions beneath a shiny public
such films as 'Schmeerguntz'
PTA, every Rotary Club, every
brash eoough, brazen enough, and fuony
the soul of every harried American married

wnm~an_ ·

-lZrn4!st Cttllt11bttr.b, -tclilor }'i/,,i ()un•i<·•-.1'1

'ECLIPSE af the SUH VIRiliH'
by George l(ucltar

Tonight's program is delinalely
Ml For the squeamish' l don't
know why but you may be able
to get lhrpugh it easier if you
laugh a lot.

luminating and opening
and experiences
before recorded in lhe
t.m•.,;r,•n Arts: a content which
:~~~:~:~/re~gave
Marquis
Sade and
to literature,
a
of torn and tortured flesh.

.. ,.,.,,u, lilies

de

1

poetry whltll Is at once beau\i•
tcrribl~; good and evil;

hll and

d~licate

shock, grief, and disbelief that hit
the nation were present at UNM.
Barbara Brown, 20-year-old
UNM junio:r, told The Lobo Thursday night, "After 1 heard Dr.
King had been killed I just
thought about the long, hot summer ahead. He was the white
man's last chance - the last
chance for non-violence."
AT THE vigil here Friday, the
sentiment expressed by speakers
and spectators was split on the
question of violence or non-violence that Miss White, a Negro
who came to Albuquerque three
years ago from Amarillo, said had
been decided.
One UNM Negro male said he
thought non-violence was still the
answer. 11I think the black community can still accomplish its
goals by peaceful means," he
said.
An Air Force sergeant told a
group of about a hundred students gathered on the mall that
"America is destroying herself
from within by trying to hold the
1111111111111\\IIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIInllllllllll\llllllllllmlnll\lllll
black man down.''
"You're the ones that need to
Bill Colen1an 1 candidate for ' be helped," he told the mostly
white audience. "America is sick,
president of the Associated Stuartd I pity the whites. Today you
dents, will appear at the Tueshave to make up your mindsday open forum on the Mall
where do you stand ? Cleanse
from 11:30 to 1:30 to discuss
yourselves of the past, and let's
specifics of his proposed ¥totake a step together," he urged.
grams and answer questions
THERE WERE others who
from interested students.
simply told The Lobo, ''Stokley

:By NOOLEY REINHEARDT
UNM students joined thousands
of Americans across the country
Thursday night through Sunday
in flocking to memorial services
paying tribute to Civil Rights
Leader Dr. Martin Luther King,
slain in Memphis :four days ago.
University students turned out
in large numbers Thursday night
at a silent vigil in downtown Albuquerque. Friday noon UNM
honored Dr. King in another vigil
on the Union mall with the reading of his works and speechmaking.
UNM STUDENTS also joined
other New Mexicans in services
across the state held :for the civil
rights lead who was the champion of non-violence.
The reaction at this university
was little different than that on
other college campuses across the
nation. Thursday night, QS the
word of King's death spread, the

TOUGH
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HELPWANTE:D
GIRLS, Make money in your spare time
selling fine line of ladles hosiery to
your friends. Free details. Waleo Sales,
Rf;. 1, Box 168, EsPanola, N.M., 87582
PART TIME male help wanted. Apply In
person at Der Wienersclmitzel, 4201
Central NE. No pbone ealls please.
PERSONALS
POETRY WANTED for Poetry AntholoiiY.
Incln;le ~tamped envelope. Idlewild l'ublisbErll, 543 Fredericlt. San Franeilleo,
Ca.lifornia. 94117.
STUDENTS HALF PRICE:l Manhattan
Fe6tival Ballet at UNM Cnneert Hall
April 7, 2:00p.m. and 8:00p.m. Tickets
on sale at Concert HalL
DO YOU mTE yonr nails? Wo1J]d you
like to stop? A limited number of people ""' being accepted in an experiment
to stop ;nail biting. Under the anspices
of UNM l'sycbo]ogy Dept.. Call Mr.
Stephen, 2'17-4235 for appointment.
FOB SALE
OLD :MANZANO School Honse built of
adobe and tlaG'stone.. Walls 80'' tblck.
Converted into home. Seclttded-Bnge.
Ideal for clubhouse. fraternity, home,
1T 111, 1
acre land, water, lights, butane. Desperate, about to be foreclosed
-Want $3,000. Call George Romero
255-4800.
1960 VOLKSWAGEN-Euellent condition. Must sell by April 10. Call 268-4192
or see at 833 llonroe :NE.
3/10
·
1960 TlUUMPB motorcycle with 1964
engine 650= Black. See at 1106% Grand
NE. 8/29
NEW STANDARD ENCYCLOPEDIA
slightly used. W'J!I saeriliee at $80. Call
M(-1969 afiB 5 p.m. 4/4.
LAW DOCTOR eap It gown. Fila heirlbt 6
ft. Exceiient condition. .Reasonable. Call
265-7413. 4/51966 SUZuKI l&Occ. .Excellent condition.
:Phone 3«-0088. 4/o
19M l'ONTIAC 4 dr. sedan. W-4282.
TWO BEDROOM ADOBE (UNM area).
lt'a a world of ila olVD Rastlc, charm•
ing, with pati"" aDd gardens, you'll be
eaptivated. Beautiful fireplace, dininG"·
room, Mslc:an tile bathroom, perfect
for & COUPle 1 $1',000, call Bruce Caird
265-8571 or evenings U7-B048. CairdNorria Realty.
b:

.

0.o'<'OY\ CA-d o
'::,T?. 7 '89

and ditty.'
-Jo1111s Mckll.<

Coleman to Speak

has the answer.''
Thursday night UNM students
were looking ahead to the fast-approaching summer. One senior
said, "I think I will find myself a
job in some quiet little town :for
the summer.''
After four days of war in many
of the nation's cities, more UNM
students around campus Sunday
afternoon were talking of finding that "quiet little town."
UNM STUDENTS attending
services for Dr. King represented
a cross-section of the student
population. Associated Students
President John Thorson Thursday
night wore a black armband
mourning King's death and athletes burned candles at the silent
vigil at the Federal Buildign.
Students came from the various campus religious houses,
from the dorms, from Greek
houses from the Resistance, from
Students for a Democratic. Society, and from just about every
·possible category of students.
THE OUT:BREAK and nearriot a:l:ter the vigil Thursday
night that resulted in six arrests,
three of them of UNM students,
was the only major trouble in
New Mexico over the weekend.
Students at Eastern New Mexico University in Portales and at
New Mexico State were among
the other colleges and univer~
sities holding Vigils paying tribute to Dr. King.

new challenges and resport~tbil
ities," Travelstead said.
Under campus problems, he
promised to use the Associated
Students' voice in building expansion and landscaping plans.
TRAVELSTEAD also pledged
to see that "all students are truly
represented in the Associated Students' government." El Recado,
the official calendar and information sheet, "is not the total answer," he said.
The candidate pointed out that
Senate this year named one of its
members as a liaison officer to
each campus organization.
Travelstead ended his speech by
pledging a government "consistent in its endeavors.'' He promised to do "what we feel is'"t~t
for all the students," stressing
"responsibility as well as efficiency.''
Harold Lavender Jr., former
Senate legislative counsel, will
serve as Travelstead's campaign
manager and will be assisted by
Joyce Gattas and Carol Roth.
Travelstead has served as a
student senator for two years and
is currently chairman of the Finance Committee. "My two years
of positive experience will mean
tbat my administration will not
need several months of orientation before things get going," he
said.
The candidate also ~<erved on
Student l'ublications Boat:d, the
Student Veterans Association,
and the Student Education $1Jsociation. He is a member of
Chakaa and has served as a tutor
and a member of the freshman
orientation committee.

THE CANDIDATE also pledged
to support the plan to place students as voting members on almost all faculty and administration committees next -year, i:f that
proposal is approved.
"We must work to meet these

This Summer

Students Will Dig
In Alaskan Village
Thousands of years o:f pre-his·
tory, frozen solid complete with
hair and skin. That's what three
anthropology students at UNM
will be digging thi,s summer in the
middle of Point Barrow village,
Alaska.
Under the direction of Dr. Jaek
Campbell, chairman of the UNM
anthropology department, the students will be working on their
doctoratl;l degrees.
They are Mary Rushton, Dennis Stanford and Charles Amsden,
Dr. Campbell discovered the
ancient village site when he visited in Alaska last year.
"The natives were selling an•
cient trinkets to tourists as
souvenirs. I asked where they got
them, and they showed me a hole
right in the middle of the presentday village," he said.
Each o:f the graduate students
will be working on a dissertation
treating the history of culture
through the years, and the re•
lationship between human culture
and its environment.
"Each student will be working
on a very specific, different point
of view-so we hope to get three
dissertations from one hole in the
ground," Dr. Campbell said.

Choice '68 Vote
Planned ot UNM
UNM will be one of three New
Mexico schools cooperating in a
campus gubernatorial primary in
conjunction with the nationwide
Choice '68 voting on April 24.
Eastern New Mexico University
and New Mexico State will send
results of their balloting to UNM
-for tallying, Tod Delaney, campus coordinator :for Choice '68,
said yesterday.
CHOICE '68 is a nationwide
.primary to be conducted on 1000
college campuses this month. Stu-dents will indicate their age as of
Nov. 6, 1968, their party affiliation or preference, and their top
three choices for President.
Also on the national ballot will
be three referenj:}um questions,
-one dealing with the military ac..t;.n the U.S. ahould pursue in
Viet N.llln, one regarding the
bombing of North VietNam, and
one on the "urban crisis" in American cities.
Candidates on the b a 11 o t for
President are Lyndon Johnson,
Robert Kennedy, Eugene ~c
Carthy, Mark Hatfield, John Lindsay, Richard Nixon, Ronald Reagan, Nelson Ro~kefeller, and
George Romney.
OTHER CANDIDATES are
Fred H~tlstead o:f the socialist
party, Charles H. Percy, Harold
E. Stassen, and George Wallace•
The New Mexieo gubernatorial
candidates include David Cargo,
Fabian Chavez, Mack Easley, Clifford Hawley, Calvin Horn, Bruce
King, Bobby Mayfield, Harry
Stowers, and Rex White.
Also on the special New Mexico ballot will be a referendum
question: "Should the voting age
be lowered to age 18 ~"
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IBJ's Statement Draws Joy

t

By PHIL SEMAS
College Press Service
Students
WASHINGTON Around the . CQUntry reacted with
jubilation to Prel3ident Johnson's
announcement that he would not
seek another term as President.
But beneath the jubilation there
was an undercurrent of suspicion
~bout Johnson's motives, especiillly among politically aware stuHIIIIIIIII!IIIUIUII!IIIIIIIIIIIIIRIIUIIIIIIRIIIIIIIIIIUIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIHIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

;
I

News Analysis
lk

.llllllliiMIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIUUIUIIUIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIUIUIIIIIIIIIIII

dents. A CPS survey of about 20
large campuses also showed a
slight feeling of sympathy for the
President, and a good deal of confusion, especially in the West.
THERE WERE spontaneous
demonstrations on several campuses and in several large cities.
In Washington, about 150-200 people danced and sang in Lafayette
Park, across the street from the
White House. About 20 policemen
patrolled in front of the White
House ·and three persons were
kuested for refusing to move on
when told to. (Washington has
strict laws against parading in
t.ront of the White House withbut. a, permit.)
i In Boston, about 3,000 people,
teost of them Boston University
~~d Massachusetts Institute of
~chnology
students, marched
ftom Harvard Square to the steps
of the statehouse at about 2 a.m.
Monday. They held a rally with
speeches, chanting, and singing
on the steps of the state house.
Michael Ferber, one of the :five
men indicted for counseling draft
resistance, spoke. The two most
popular chants were "Ho Chi
Minh" and "the piece of shit quit."
In Philadelphia about 1,000
University of Pennsylvania students marched to Independence
Hall singing "God Bless Amer-

historic significance of his drastic
admininstration," and called on
his successor to make major
changes in U.S. policy. The Yale
Daily News said "we enthusiastically endorse LBJ's non-candidacy."
Some college editors, such as
those at the UCLA Daily Bruin,
said they might find it easier to
endorse Minnesota Senator Eugene McCarthy now, snice it is no
longer necessary to stop Johnson.
JOHNSON will remain on the
ballot of Choice '68, the presidential primary being held on
1,400 college campuses April 24.
The directors of the project, which
is funded by Time, Inc., took
Michigan Governor George Romney off the ballot when he withdrew from the race in February.
But the ballots were already
printed when Johnson made his
announcement. Vice President
Hubert Humphrey, who is being
mentioned as a likely candidate,
is not on the Choice ballot, and
those who want him will have to
write in his name.
·· Leaders of the New Left saw
Johnson's withdrawal both helping and hurting their efforts.

For example, observers in
California thought Johnson's
withdrawal might help the Peace
and Freedom Movement there.
The PFM has been :fighting an effort to get its members to reregister as Democrats to vote for
Kennedy or McCarthy in order to
defeat Johnson. The PFM put out
a statement saying that now that
Johnson is stopped, opponents of
the war should remain in the
PFM.
Lee Webb, one of the organizers of the counter-convention
planned for Chicago at the time
of the Democratic Convention,
said Johnson's withdrawal would
keep the left from supporting
McCarthy and Kennedy as much
as they have, and that it would
also allow the campaign to focus
on the issues rather than Johnson's personality. He doubted that
it would hurt the Left's plans at
the convention.
But Ray Mungo, editor of
Liberation News Service in Washington and another planner of activities for the convention, said,
"It makes our job harder., We
have to persuade people that everything is still the same."

NEW MEXICO LOBO

AWS Judicial Board
Taking Applications
The Associated Women Students judicial board, which is the
head of the women's residence
halls judicial system, is now accepting applications for two year
memberships on the board of seven.
The judicial board interprets
student-made rules and the AWS
constitution as well as university
rules. The board is also the highest court of appeals for women
students.
Women on the previous board
will select the seven new members after the applications due
April 10 are reviewed. Applications may be picked up at the
dorm information desks, sorority
houses, and at the dean of women's office.

•.•_

m·~•iii-ii_
-.~
Makers af Ha11d Made
l11dia11 Jewelay

A SLAVE SALE was held Thursday at the Sigma Chi house:.
Each house sold two slaves in Greek costume to work until 6 :30
the evening of the sale. A traveling dinner, an Idea Exchange,
and a dance were also held. Saturday was work day, with the Greeks
cleaning city parks. A reception for outstanding high school students
was held Sunday. The high school students learned about Greek life
at UNM. (Photo by Pawley)

OLDTOWN

----

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING

'

Coin-op Dry-Cleaning

and laundry
Open 8 AM-8 PM
I
Counlllllor Always on DUly
2106 Central S.E.
:U7.Q836

''If there's one God, liV'hy are there
so ntany religions?''

Mortar Board
Junior girls interested in joining Mortar Board must turn in
their applications to the office of
the Dean of Women by April 10
at 4:00 p.m. An overall gradepoint of 3.0 is required.
Additional applications may be
picked up from Elizabeth Elder
at the Office of the Dean of Women.

TODAY~. :·IN THE.BELLAS
HESS'
.

In Concert Hall

.

"

ACappella Choir
To Give Program
Tonight at UNM

,-.

Open hearings on the proposed 1968-69 Associated Students budget
scheduled to be voted on Wednesday by Student Senate will be held
tonight at 9 and tomorrow at 8 a.m. and 3:30p.m.
. Any st~de';lts with questions or comments about the proposed allocations are mvtted to attend the hearings, to be held in the Union Activities Center.
The proposed budget will ask a total of $2?.9,142.49 from students'
activity fees. The allocations are broken down as follows:
General student goverilment operations:
Secretaries
$3,924.00
Office expenses
$3,500.00
Educational grants
$1,650.00
Expense accounts
$630.00
Kiker Memorial Award
$50.00
Student directory
$210.00
Activity labels
$1,000.00
General publicity
$3,050.00
Distinguished professorship for 1969-70
$10,000.00
Andean scholarships
$800.00
High s~hool achievement awards
$773.80
Student Publications Board:
Lobo
$34,997.50
Thunderbird
$4,025.00
Mirage
$20,000.:00
Radio Board
$24,474.00
Student Affairs Committee
$1,400.00
Committee on the University
$4,950.00
Intramural and Recreation Board
$15,000.00
New Student Orientation Committee
$425.00
National and International Affairs Committee
$10,177.00
Cultural Program Committee
$25,000.00
Speakers Committee
$22,667.00
Rally Committee
$8,955.20
Union Program Directorate
$7,000.00
National Student Association
$882.00
Community Relations Committee (proposed)
$3,038.05
Other organizations (total)
$8,563.94
Associated Women Students
$960.00
Falling Angels Sport Club
$300.00
Forum
$200.00
Student Bar Association
$650.00
Graduate Student Council
$2,400.00
Sandia Grotto
$75.00
Engineer's Joint Council
$1,010.00
American Nuclear Society (Students branch)
$375.00
Amigos Anonymous
$1,500.00
University Association on the U.N.
$693.94
Latin American Desk
$400.0()
Business Office
$12,000.00
Total
$229,142.49

Dr. Bill Banowsky, recently
voted Man of the Year in Lub.:
bock, Texas, will speak on "Philosophies in Collision : Another
look at Playboy" tonight at 7:30
p.m. in the Union Ballroom.
Dr. Banowsky is a graduate of
UNM, and took part in a much
publicized debate against Anson

9:f, about 150 students roamed the
streets. One group on the Uni~~rsity of Chicago campus sang
"'ding, dong, the witch is dead."
AT YALE University about 200
students gathered to sing the
"Star Spangled Banner" and then
marched off to the home of Chaplain William Sloane Coffin, shouting "Coffin for president." Coffin
did not appear to speak, however,
and the students went away chanting, "McCarthy, McCarthy" and
''hey, hey, LBJ, why didn't you
quit before today?"
In Ann Arbor, Mich., beer and
wine sales increased tenfold.
Student press reaction was also
wide-ranging. The University of
Michigan Daily in a front page
editorial said Johnson's withdJawal "should not obscure the

.....

Hearings· Scheduled
On Proposed Budget

Playboy Subject: of Talk

ica."
11 In Chicago a couple of groups

The 65-voice A Cappella Choir
of UNM will present a concert at
8:15 p.m. Monday in the UNM
Concert Hall.
Music representative of all significant periods is included on the
evening's program, said Conductor Douglas R. McEwen.
Brass and percussion instruments will be added to the choir
for the program, including the
Brass Choir directed by James
L. Whitlow.
Open to all students on campus
regardless of their academic major, the A Cappella Choir represents all the academic colleges at
UNM including the graduate
school. Students who wish to sing
choral literature qualify for the
choir through auditions.
Admission to the concert is by
subscription to the department of
music series, or by individual
tickets purchased at the door:
:J1.50 general admission, 75 cents
for students •
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Mount, religion editor of Playboy
magazine, last October. 'The de-"
bate may be repeated this year
in Los Angeles.
Banowsky is slated to become
the vice-president of Pepperdine
College in Los Angeles this June.
He received his M.A. in speech at
UNM, and later received his Ph.D.
at the University of Southern
California.
There will be no admission
charge for the talk. A discussion
period is scheduled to follow.
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A meeting for all persons interested in trying out for cheerleader will be held Tuesday at
6:30 p.m. in room 250-C of the
Union.
There are eight positions, (for
four boys and four girls) and two
alternates (for one boy and one
girl). The alternates will cheer
for football only.
A cheerleading clinic directed
by the current UNM cheerleaders
will be held April 22-27 to teach
the fundamentals of the boy-girl
style of cheerleading,
Tryouts will be held May 5 at
7:30p.m. in the auxiliary gym at
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WARD
The Riverside
115cc "Scrambler" '

Fine

PICTURE
FRAMING
Hundreds of
PRINTS
Photo Frames
New Mexico's largest

LANG ELL'S

2510 Central S.E.
Across fi'CM!I Johnson ~

ltalion-madel

$419

Special campus price

175cc Scrambler has dual sprocket,.
takes highways at 58 mph, dimbs ~
trails on a 45° incline-:'-cloes it air
with easel Save now an this bike!
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Ask about Ward's .,_~98-5511.
Young Adult Credit Plant
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Thelma
Lu's
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She won't forget

if you forget
Easter

5823 Lomas Blvd. NE
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Meeting Tuesday
For Cheerleaders
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YOU ore invited to hear
Gov. Ronald Reogon
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Don't miss this rare opportunity to hear California's dynamic Governor Ronald Reagan.

LEARN ABOUT

ONE-STOP SHOPPING

That's a question that has plagued
thoughtful people for centuries.
Religions often have seemed to divide
men rather than join them-which
could hardly be God's will.
In our time, so full of wonders, we're
witnessing what may be the greatest
wonder of all: the growing force of

inter-faith understanding. It seems to
promise a fuller flowering of God's
hopes for man. You and me.
Great new things are happening in
churches and synagogues these days.
But find out for yourself. This week.
Then take your strengthened faith out
into the world-and put it to work.

Pr-esented as a pubU<;> service by:

HORN OIL COMPANY

TUESDAY
APRIL 9 • 12:00 noon:'

One-Stop Convenience
One-Stop Savings
One-Stop Selection

~-.L

... ·J

Open Your Budget-Aid Credit Account
for Shopping Convenience
Call 265-5611 .•• Ext. 6
Today for Credit Application

BELLAsHess
DEPARIMEII STORE
'. '

Students admitted without chorge

Shop 10-9 Mon.-Fri.

to hear Gov~ Reagan's address

9-9 Saturday
10-6 Sunday

Sponsored by Republican Party of New Mexico

Corner Menaul & Carlisle
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The Presidential Pot Boils
~eteran

Student Senator Coleman Travelstead yesterday
made the race for the presidency of the Associated Students
officially a race by becoming the second student to declare
his candidacy.
Travelstead, who this year has served as chairman of Senate Finance Committee, emphasized yesterday that student
government is now providing adequate speakers, cultural,
and popular entertainment programs and added that his primary efforts would be in the areas of academics and campus
problems.
He cited as academic concerns the teacher-evaluation plan,
scheduled to be. voted on by the faculty this month, and a
plan to put one voting student member on 14 faculty and administrative committees, which will probably come up for a
vote of the faculty in May.
For campus problems which student government should be
(a)ncerned wj.th, he pledged to use the power of the Associated Students to gain a student voice in building-expansion
and landscaping plans.
Travelstead pledged a government "consistent in all its
endeavors" and promised to do "what we feel is best for all
the students," stressing "responsibility as well as efficiency."
Thus what Travelstead seems to be offering is basically a
program to further student participation in the decisionmaking processes of the University, stressing such a program over the entertainment/activities function of student
government.
Bill Coleman, the other declared candidate for the ASUNMpresfdency, seeks the same student participation in UNM's
decision-making processes. But where Travelstead cites it as
an end, Coleman proposes it as a beginning.
Coleman, in his statement of candidacy, emphasized the
e~udents' "right to control their destinies." Both he and
Travelstead seem to be in agreement on this point. But
Coleman proposes to work from this base to "emphasize the
importance and respect of students in New Mexico . . . to
break down the ivory towers (and) get connected to the outside, which will make all our learning more relevant . . . to
promote the student lobby as much as possible • . . to consider the real issues of our lives and prepare the way for a
better society."
Basically, the choice offered students at this point is between internal and external issues: Travelstead would keep
student government concerned with campus issues; Coleman would project its concern into relating state, national,
and international issues to UNM and its students.
This is how the campaign is shaping up so far. But the
deadline for filing petitions for office is still two weeks away,
P,.lld at least one more student is thought to be seriously considering running for the presidency: Jim Dines, the student
senator who resigned his seat in disgust and vowed to "return to the ranks of the students to bring about a change in
the stagnant student government establishment."
Dines has started his grass-roots movement by getting a
large contingent of support from Coronado Hall and forming
a political party to help bring about the changes he would
work on the establishment.
Travelstead yesterday dismissed Dines' approach by pledging "to work from within the framework of student government to expand the power of the Associated Students."
"If this expansion is done from the outside, the result is complete anarchy," he said.
Anarchy or not, Dines appears to have considerable support already, and the next two weeks will probably see the
fii.l.tl enlarged by at least one more presidential aspirant.

Bema
By BILL COLEMAN
"I have a dream, a dream deeply rooted in the American Dream
... that we hold these truths to
be self-evident .•. that my four
little children will one day live
where they will not be judged by
the color ... of their skin, but by
the content of their character .•.
I have a dream .•."
This immortal speech was made
by the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther
King on August 28, 1963, during
the march on Washington. Now
this truly great man is dead, slain
by a man blinded by fear, racism,
and hate. Most Americans were
profoundly shocked and horrified,
as they were when John Kennedy
was murdered. All over America
one-day humanitarians are praising King and deploring the evil
that gives birth to such beastly
acts.

* * •

A. few days later, King, what he
symbolized, and what his death
symbolizes are all but forgotten
... virtually nothing has changed
in the way that King and most
Americans know society must
change in order to save this nation from literally going up in
flames • • • flames that will be
stoked with hate, terrible retaliation and human blood.
Many qualities made King what
he was and will always be. He
was fearless, selfless ,and dedicated to the cause of humanity.
Three years ago, when he was 36,
he said that his duty in life was
not to achieve longevity, but to
serve God, to stand up for just
and moral beliefs. King said that
a man may live to be 80, but if
he has compromised his basic beliefs he is already dead because
his spirit is dead. A month or so
ago on TV he stated that he was
concerned with the quality, not the
quantity of life.

* * *
Wednesday night,

Last
a day
before his death, King said in
Memphis, "I have climbed the
mountain and seen the Promised
Land" and declared that he would
lead his people to the Promised
Land. "I fear no man because
mine eyes have seen the glory of
the coming of the Lord."
King was above most men because he was a humani~arian 365
days a year. He was horrified daily
by the murder in Viet Nam on
both sides, by the turmoil in Africa and Latin America. To see a
man spit on another saddened
him. King was so concerned that
men should be denied constitu-

* * *

King's life and death justify
these words from Albert Camus:
"The evil that is in the world
always comes out of ignorance,
and good intentions may do as
much harm as malevolence, if
they lack understanding . . .
(men) are more or less ignorant,
and it is ~his that we call vice or
virtue; the most incorrigible vice
being that of an ignorance that
fancies it knows everything and
therefore claims for itself the
right to kill. The soul of the murderer is blind; and there can be
no true goodness . nor true love
without the utmost clear-sightedness/'

Martin Luther King was a credit to all men the world over. I
wonder if America deserved such
a noble man. Humanity deserves
King, and until America instills
within its fiber real humanity, it
has no right to claim the beauty,
the love, the gentleness, or the
wisdom of such a man.

* * *
King was killed by a product of
a society that glorifies violence
and power, a society that still
maintains its primitive "might
makes right" ethic. A society that
condemns black violence, but ignores white violence, killed King.
A society that screams for law
and order at any cost, but never
outlawed lynching, killed King. A
society that says "What a pity''
when black children are bombed
and killed or when police and dogs
attack, beat, rip, and tear defenseless women, killed King.
King's murderer was shaped by
a society that raves about "Bonnie
and Clyde" and James Bond and
justifies murder and aggression as
self-defense; by a society that
sends its young strong men off to
be killed while the society prospers from armament production·
by a society that makes thou:
sands of youths potential partici·pants in mass murder for .purposes alien and unintelligible to
them.

* * *

A society that has a GNP of
$800 billion, but lets children
starve to death; where some children eat plaster off the wall or
laundry starch mixed with clay
or have never had an apple; a
society that treats its pet dogs
and goldfish better than many of

Letters
'Poor Judgment Award'
Dear Editor:
Speakers Committee Chairman
Tom Horn undoubtedly exercised
poor judgment in his introduction
of Senator Robert Kennedy last
Friday. However, last night's action hy Student Senate to censure
Horn surely wins the "Poor Judgment Award."
Where is Student Senate's commendation for the greatest speakers program UNM has ever experienced. Remember last year's
program of two speakers? .
This year Horn and his committee have succeeded in bringin_g to UNM 12 speakers includ-

Martin Luther King:
Man With a Dream

tionally guaranteed rights or
God-given human rights because
of skin color or poverty that he
gave his life to correct this travesty of justice, of human dignity.

spaced. Name, telephone number and address muat be in·
cluded, although name wiD be
withheld upon request.

ing such men as Dick Gregory,
Barry Goldwater, Mark Hatfield,
Jim Garrison, and Robert Kennedy.
If Senate is going to censure
those who make mistakes working voluntarily for UNM students, then perhaps it should consider giving a little credit when
it is due.
After this year's speakers program, Tom Horn and his committee certainly deserve a little credit. It will be interesting to see if
Senate can be consistent and follow through next week.
Thank you.
Terry Calvani

Graduation Change

its citizens; a society that stores
tons of corn which rot away and
are devoured by rats; a society
that puts acres of fertile land in
the soil bank, land which could
11rovide work and food; this kind
of society killed King. A society
that produces Charles Starkweather, Richard Speck, Charles
Whitman, the Boston Strangler,
the Mafiia, Bobby Baker and Joe
McCarthy can certainly kill Martin Luther King, Malcom X, JFK,
Medgar Evers and countless
others.
It can kill these men because
they are truth, and few can
stand the truth. Victor Hugo said,
"Nothing is stronger than the
idea whose time has come." Truth
is here. Martin Luther King refused to pay lip service to democracy, equality, and Christianity. He chose to live them. A man,
a product of a society that uses
the Bible to justify enforced segregation and suppression and
cannot understand a real Christian, killed Martin Luther King.
We are not guilty, but we shall
be if we allow this kind of selfper.petuating evil to fester and
grow like a cancer among us. The
fears, suspicions, and mistrusts of
every black man are justified. If
Martin Luther King, the foremost advocate of progress thrulove, non-violent resistance, and
turning the other cheeck can be
cut down like a dog, then nobody
is safe in this country. If we practice our new-found humanity for
only a day, we are lost. Don't•be
a one-day humanitarian, but incorporate this new strength and
outrage into your daily life.
"What can I do?" we all wail.
It's tragic that most great men
are really appreciated only after
their deaths. Martin Luther King
is a martyr. He gave his life for
a better tomorrow for all of us.
We are the heirs to his dream.
"A Thousand Days" (about
JFK) has this 11reface by HemingWay: "If people bring so much
courage to this world the world
has to kill them to break them, so
of course it kills them. The world
breaks every one and afterward
many are strong at the broken
places. But those that will not
break it kills. It kills the very
good and the very gentle and the
very brave impartially".
We are the world. We are this
society, this nation. Don't let
King's and our dream become a
nightmare. Make it a reality. We
can-and we shall-make it come
true.
(To Be Continued)

Letters are welcome, and
should be no Jonsrer than 260
wordll typewritten, double

Culling U
Information suppHed by the UNM Calendar Office.
MONDAY
Law School: Union 231 A·B : 12 :3.0 p.m
CoUegc of Nu ... ing; Union 253: 1 :00 p.m.
UNM Baseball: South Dakota State
Univ.; UNM Diamond; 3:00 p.m.
Free U. : Coul'8e on l'aul Goodman ;
Union 231 C; 3 :3 Op.m.
Free U. : Coun!c on Albert Camua ;
Honors Center G; 3 :30 p.m.
l'anhcllenic Council; Union Council
Room; 3 :30 p.m.
Alpha Kappa Lambda; Union 250 D·E:
6:15 p.m.
Town Club: Union Council Room: 6 :30

p.m.

Town Club Fledges: Union 250 C; 6:30

p.m~

Alpha Kappa Lambda Alcthiane; Union
260 li; 7:00 p.m.
l'hi Gamma Delta; Union 231 DlE; 7:00

Dear Editor:
Enclosed is a copy of a petition
concerning graduation which we
will be circulating for the next
several days on campus. We would
appreciate it greatly if you would
print this in the Lobo and give
it some publicity.
Because the administration has
not informed the students of
these changes in the commencement exercises, most seniors are
unaware of the situation. We wish
to stimulate interest in this matter and hope that the desires of
the graduating seniors will be
considered.
Sirs:
We wish to protest the manner in which graduation is being handled this year, and to
suggest an alternative.
We do not feel that an en
masse graduation is fitting and
practical for a number of reasons.
We feel that graduation from
this University is an achievement of distinction and should
be recognized as such. We feel
that the proper way to handle
this is to do it as it has been
done in the past-to graduate
each student by name.
We are informed the reason
for this change in procedure
is that seniors' final exams are
not to be administered early
enough to have the grades computed by June 7. This would
mean that a student could pay
the fees and co mp I e te the
"graduation" ceremony and be
informed later that he lacks
the necessary qualifications for
graduation from this University. This would cause the graduation exercises to be completely without significance and
quite farcical.
Some of us need to be able
to prove that we have graduated before June 19, for purposes
of future employment, particularly those in the ROTC pro-

grams.
:Many graduating seniors will
invite their families to attend
the commencement exercises
and thus people will be coming
from all over the world to do so.
We feel that they should witness a real graduation, not a
pseudo-commencement ceremony. The student should be
spared the embarrassment and
the financial outlay of relatives
which would unnecessarily be
incurred if he does not graduate.
We suggest that seniors be
given their final exams early
this semester, as has been the
procedure followed previously.
New arrangements could then
be made for next year, in advance of that school year, if
such problems could be avoided. No senior, however, should

be deprived of a proper commencement ceremony.
It is unfair to sacrifice the
graduation of the class of 1968
to change the system. We do
not feel, therefore, that it is
imposing to request a befitting
and legitimate commencement
ceremony--one which is meaningful and one in which each
student can pal"ticipate.
Laura Burr
Vicki Wilson

Glorified Babysitter
Dear Editor:
Dean Lavcender is not only
right-he finds himself :fighting
against "in loco parentis" at a
time when it is beginning to look,
as if, through "student power,"
college students are going to be
able to junk the long-standing
principle.
"Ours, hopefully," Dean Lavender said, "is to run a university!'
It can't be stated more simply.
The administration's job is to insure that the climate of the campus is conducive to the search for
knowledge (if you'll pardon the
cliche) and isn't hampered by
those who advocate zealous restrictions, i.e., not allowing Stokley to speak.
I'm sure Dr. Sherman Smith
must be chuckling now because he
has every right to after years of
being berated by The Lobo for assuming that the majority of students are not capable of running
their own affairs.
Now comes a plaintive cry:
"Please take care of us. We're not
sure we can handle the problem
ourselves!'
Wow! What next, Lobo?
Would you have Dean Whiteside wam all incoming coeds that
intercourse can result in pregnancy? Jack Cairns warn that
theft of property can have you
expelled? Chief Ryder that running stop signs causes accidents?
If it is anyone's "responsibility'" to make sure students are

Christian Student Center Lecture: Mr.
Bill Banosky, "New Morality"'; Union
Ballroom ; 7 :30 p.m.
l'hi Gamma Delta l'ledg"'!; Union 129:
B:00 p.m.
UNM A Capella Choir: Concert Hall:
8:1/i p.m.
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Dear Editor:
In regard to your editorial in
yesterday's paper, in which you.
implied that I was underhanded
and sneaky in calling for an executive s e s s i o n at Wednesday
night's
Senate
meeting,
I
thoroughly agree.
I am a sneaky mother. If I run
again in a student election don't
vote forme.
P.S. What's your excuse?
Ernest J. Romero
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SHE LIKES TO GO
FORMAL!

stm~

RENTS TUXEDOS
COAT and TROUSERS $6.50
COMPLETE OUTFIT $10.00

s~
FIRST AND GOLD DIAL_____
247-4347_
..;_

Ill

Collision.------__::=••

0

Another Look
at PLAYBOY

Presenting Dr. Bill Banowsky, M.A., U~iversity ~f N_ew Mexico,
Ph.D., University of Southern Califorma, speakmg m the S.U.B.
Ballroom, U.N.M., on the subject of the conflict be!Ween
Playboy hedonism and Christian thought. A quest1on and
answer period will follow the talk.

7:30p.m. Monday, AprilS

JO&rll!-ce
au education

SOUTHWEST
ELECTRIC SHAVER SERVICE

ELECTRIC SHAVER AND
liGHTER REPAIR
210 THIRD NW

2.47-8219

And The Cultural Program Committee
Present

LAURENCE OLIVIER
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Shakespeare's Great Tragedy
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OTHELLO
Full Color Film
Panavision
The new '68 Norelco Tripleheader 35T
gives you a shave so close, we dare any blade
to match it.
And it won't nick or scrape either. Let
this be a lesson to you: in independent laboratory tests this Norelco Tripleheader
Speedshaver®-with :floating MicrogrooveTM
heads rotary blades and pop-up trimmershaved as close or even closer than a leading
stainless steel blade 2 out of every 3 times.
What more could you want? Maybe the new
~~~~

r.

1/u.
7• '

·. ·. •· .··.·.·.······itsmart.•

ADMISSION-Subscription or Adults $2
Faculty $1.50-Students and Children $1.00
Telephone 277-3121

•

PATRONIZE LOBO ADVERTISERS

Underhanded, Sneaky

p.m.

...
•

aware of drug laws, it is the
Lobo's. The administration can't
and shouldn't be a glorified babysitter.
Doug Browning

·in closen..•.,....out making

Two Showings Only Friday, April 19
3:30 and 7:00 P.M.

'
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Norelco Rechargeable Tripleheader 45CT.
Same great Norelco shave and features.
W<wkswith or without a cord. And this Pow·
erhouse delivers nearly twice as many
shaves per charge as any other rechargeable. More features, too, in·
eluding a 115/220 voltage selec
tor so you can really shave any
where. Letthatbe
another lesson.

AJ ./

/Voretco,.

-the close, fast, comfortable electric shave,

Ne>rlh American Philips Company, Inc.. 100 E01t 42nd Stroet, Now York, N, Y.10017
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Lobo Track Team Defeats Colorado U. 102-43
By WAYNE CIDDIO ·
Track fans witnessed a potpourri of inexcusable bungles and
outstanding individual ;performances Saturday afternoon as the
Lobo track team trounced the University of Colorado 102 to 43 for
its second straight dual meet of
the season at University Stadium.
New Mexico's Swedish Olympian Ake .Nilsson stole the show
by helfting the javelin 15'1-4%
and setting a school record. Nils-

son's throw was the fourth longest in the nation this year and
came within four inches of breaking the University Stadium record
of 257-8% set by Arizona State's
Frank Covelli in 1963.
NILSON nearly equalled his
record setting throw in the last
round of competition, but the javelin did not break ground and was
not counted as a fair throw.
Sophomore Ron Eller set two
dual meet records with impressive

Arizona St:at:e Beats
•
·Baseballers tn Series
New Mexico's baseball bubble
burst abruptly last weekend at
Tempe at the hands of defending
NCAA champion Arizona State
University.
The Sun Devils swept a threegame series from Coach Bob
Leigh's Lobos and upped their
season record to 23,-3. New Mexico, still six games shy of setting
a record for the most wins ever
by a Lobo baseball team, dropped
to 19-6.
ARIZONA State ended New
Mexico's 10 game winning streak
Friday by edging the Lobos 3-2
in the first Western Athletic Conference game of the season for
both teams. The Sun- Devils are
also the defending conference
champions.
Arizona State jumped off to a
3-0 lead with two runs in the second inning and one in the third.
A potential first-inning rally by
the Lobos was cut short when the
Sun Devil's second baseman turned a bases loaded line drive into
a double play that got Arizona
State out of the inning undamaged.
MIKE McLAUGHLIN, Greg
With, Jim Palmer, and Steve
Barnhill put together hits in the
iourth inning ior two Lobo runs
to make a 3-2 ballgame. Two more
potential Lob~> runs were snuffed
out when Palmer and Barnhill
were thrown out at home plate on
two consecutive plays.
Mter that, Arizona State's Jeff
Pentland and New Mexico's Ralph
Sallee settled down to a pitching
duel and refused to allow another
run to cross the plate. Both pitchers went the distance and Sallee
suffered his first loss against sill:
wins of the season.
In the Saturday double-header,
Arizona State came up with 3-2
and 4-1 victories. New Mexico was
two runs behind in the first game
but came up with two unearned
runs in the top of the ninth to
send the game into extra innings.
BOB McAULAY started on the
mound for the Lobos and had only
given up one hit in seven innings
before ASU's Ron Davini drove a
home run over the left-field wall
for the Sun Devils' first run of
the ballgame. Davini hit a bloop
single with one man out in the
bottom of the 11th to give the

r-

1

Sun Devils the win in the opener.
The second game wasn't quite
so close. Coach Leigh sent four
pitchers to the mound in the
Lobos' 4-1 loss. ASU's Ken Hansen put the lid on any of New
Mexico's hopes for a victory by
striking out 15 Lobos. The only
hit Hansen allowed was a second
inning single to right field by
Palmer.
The weekend sweep, besides
dropping New Mexico to 19-6 on
the season, extended the Lobos'
jinx to four years against the
Sun Devils. New Mexico has not
beaten Arizona State at Tempe
. since Leigh took over the head.
coaching position three years ago.
Arizona State will be in Albuquerque in May for a three-game
series in New Mexico's territory.

Ron Nelson Hits 16
In Trials Game Here
New Mexico's Ron Nelson came
off the bench in the first half in
his last Olympic Trial game and
hit 4 out of 5 field goals, 4-for-4
from tbe line and held Pete Maravich to two points to help give
his NCAA White team a 53-43
lead over the Blues bere Saturday
afternoon.
Nelson's 12 points in the first
half got him a starting spot in the
second half and his confidence
started to show as he hit teammate Calvin Murphy twice on
amazing assists and pumped in
four more points for the NCAA
Whites.
Nelson's crisp passing and flawless defense brought the small
crowd on hand at University
Arena to it's feet as Ron's 16
points helped the Whites to a 11385 win over the Blues.

performances in the one-mile run
and the 880-yard run. Eller
fought a stiff wind for four laps
before kicking into high gear on
the gun lap and recording a season best of 4:13 in the mile. Eller
came back 30 minutes later and
turned a 1 :52.8 in the 880.
Reliable Rene Matison won the
100- and 220-yard dashes but had
to cope with an inaccurate measurement and a strong challenge
to win the two events.
MATISON easily won the 100yard dash before finding out that
officials had measured the distance
incorrectly and converted the 100
yard dash into the 120 yard dash.
Matison had an 11.1 (which must
be some kind of record). Teammates Don Walton and Ivory
Moore won second and third with
11.4 and 11.5 respectively.
Adolph Plummer, ;former UNM
star and once the world record
holder in the 440-yard dash, ran
·against Matison in the 220 yard
dash and almost pulled an upset.
Plummer was the only non-attached performer in the race, but
was the only man that gave Matison a run for his money.
Plummer finished a half-step
behind Matison (21.1) in a race
that was speeded along by a 29
mile per hour tailwind. Singer and
W 11lton finished second and third
well behind Matison and Plummer.
SINGER HAD a seasonal best
of 48.1 in the 440-yard dash and
also ran on both of New Mexico's
winning relay teams •
The 440-yard relay got the meet
off to an unimpressive start when
New Mexico's non-scoring team
dropped the baton at the starting
gun and came trailing in for a
last place finish. Colorado finished second despite a pile-up on the
last hand-off.
The winning Lobo team of Singer, Walton, Moore, and Matison
established a meet record of 41.3
in the event, but did not execute
handoffs as sharply in the ;past.

The same four men won the mile
·relay in 3 :41.3 in a race that saw
the lead change hands three times
in four laps.
STRONGMAN Ervin Janoa
scored his first double victory
since coming to New Mexico with
wins. in the shot put and discus.
Jarros won the shot put with a
heave of 52-31.4 and then defeated
teammate Mike Jeffrey in the discus with a throw of 167-4%. Jeffrey, the defending Western A;thletic Conference discus champ1on,
recorded a lackluster 159-1.
Art Baxter won the triple jump
with a•leap of 52-2% but had to
relinquish first place in the long
jump to Colorado's Bill Aeschlimann. Aeschlimann won the long
jump with a 23-9%,.
Another bright spot for Colorado came when Chuck Rogers set
a meet record in the ·pole vault.
Rogers broke the record he set
two years ago with a vault of 16
feet. Lobos Joe Powdrell and Jon
Caffey tied for second in the event
with vaults of 16-6. "Busy Joe"
did not place in the three other
field events in which he competed.
PHIL KASTENS of New Mexico won the high jump at 6-6 and
teammate George Loughridge finished third at 6-4* on fewer
misses. Loughridge also won third
in the long jump at 23-4.
Mike Jones won the grueling
440-yard intermediate hurdles in

N A I A All-Stars Win Trials

54.1. Roosevelt Williams took an
early lead in the race but fell behind on the final turn and finished
third. Williams won the 120-yard
high hurdles in a wind-aided 14.2.
A race slated to go three miles
was cut to two because of the gale
winds that threatened to sand
blast the competitors out of the
Stadium. Lobo Adrian DeWindt
put on a strong kick in the final
straightaway and finished second
to Colorado's Craig Runyan in
the event.

Golf Teom loses
Three Woy Meet
The Lobo golfers lost in a threeway unscheduled match with
Colorado U. and New Mell:ico
State University Friday. Head
Coach Dick McGuire said he
didn't ell:pect a win and was unhappy with the play of some of
his team members.
McGUIRE said he wasn't very
happy with the results of the
match Friday and that "many of
my players are not showing any
'improvement." 'fhe golf coach
said that he is looking forward
to next weekend-the NMSU Invitational at Las Cruces-and
that he hopes his players will be
ready to play good golf.
The golfers lost 13% to 4% to
NMSU and 16% to 1% to Colorado U. in the windy Friday
afternoon match, and none of the
UNM players shot below 75. This
more than the fact that they
didn't win the practice match upset McGuire.
Ben Kern, top man on the State
squad fired a two under par 69 to
take the medalist honors and fellow teammate Tony Bell shot a
one-under-par 70. Low for the
Lobo's was Terry Dear with a
four-over-par 75.
McGUIRE has picked four of
the five players that will take off
for Las Cruces next week to meet
defending NCAA champs - the
University of Houston in the
NMSU Invitational. They are
Dear, Mike Goodart, Dwaine
Knight ,and Steve Satterstrom.
Freshman Albert Lovato or
senior Dick Placek will get the
fifth spot depending on McGuire's
decision sometime this week.

ifBE:t) DOG

SJ.LOON

3244 San Mateo NE

Dancing Wednesday Night
Ta The Sunday Funnies
Melodrama Friday and Satur·
day Nights "Curse you, Jack
Dalton" Live cast

CAREER BOUND
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Get There First and Foremost.
With Your Travelen

FIRST Aid
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Albuquerque. N.M.

1516 San Pedro NE

UNM Tennis Tearn
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the finest in collegiate living

SPECIAL
Through April 30

Featuring
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SPECIAL
Buy One

Get One FREE

of same size
Sunday, Monday, Tuesday
of every week in April
with this cQtJpon
I P.M. flU.. MIDNI._JIT
· . · . - - -·.W.CLIP COUPON • ... - -

I
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5025 Central NE
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YOUR PERSONAL SERVICE JEWELER

BUTTERFIELD . . .
"lyric" by

Grnge

bloN801n

THE PERFECT
EASTER
SURPRISE

···'
not only does Orange Blossom
guarantee the value of your diamond
forever, they give you a lifetime of
free professional cleaning and servicing,
and a year's guarantee against loss,
theft or damage.

6utterllelfl
2312 CENTRAL SE
OPPOSITE UNM CONCERT HALL

ways, too. With such exclusives in Chevrolet's field
as an ignition warning system. You'll get a buzz out
of it if you ever leave your key in the switch. There
are rocker panels that clean themselves with every
shower you go through. Inner fenders that protect
the outer ones from rust. And hidden windshield
wipers on many models. Even with all these advantages, Impala and Chev~lle C~mc_ours are thE!llowe~t
priced luxury wagons m the1r f1elds. And 1f that s
what you like to hear, hear this. Unprecedented
savings are yours now at your Chevrolet dealer's
'68 Savings Explo. See the details below.

Chevrolet Tri-Levels

IMPALA STATION WAGON

•

'
,'j;''

"
I

From Coast to Coast
the Leader in serving
the Insurance Needs

has ever held. To you it
means extra buying poweron explosion of savings on
Chevrolets and Chevelles.
Take a look at these bonus
savings plans. Then see your
Chevrolet dealer.

Bonus Savings Plans •
It's like no other savings
event your Chevrolet dealer

1. Any Chevrolet or Chevelle
with 200-hp Turbo-Fire V8,

Powerglide and whitewalls.
2. Any ChevroltJt or Chevelle
with 250-hp Turbo-Fire VB,
Powerglide and whitewalls.
3. Any regular Chevrolet
with 250-hp Turbo-Fire VB,
Turbo Hydra-Malic and
whitewalls.
4. Now, for the first time ever,

big savings on power disc
brakes and power steering on
any Chevrolet or Chevelle
with VB engine.

S. Buy any Chevrolet or
Chevel!e VB 2-door or 4door hardtop model-save
on vinyl top, eleclric clock,
wheel covers ond appearance guard items.

Happening now at your Chevrolet dealer's,
a tremendous explosion of extra buying power. Only the leader could make it happen.

Fidelity Union Life

243·2881

. .-

Girls - Half Price
9pen 10:00 a.m. to 1:00 a.m, 3005 Central N.E.

TRY ONE FOR SIZE AT YOUR DEALER'S.

and Women

....... ~ ..

Special Student Prices
LEAGUES FORMING

•

Big. This year even bigger. Some Chevrolet TriLevels are longer. Some wider. Some with more
cargo room. Size up Impala. Nothing in its field
comes as big. For instance, in many others you
wouldn't dare try laying a 4 x 8-foot mirror flat in the
main cargo level. (Especially if you're superstitious.)
In Impala, no problem. The hidden storage compartment on the lower level also takes more of your gear
than any of them. The roof rack you order should
take care of the rest. For your comfort, there's extra
hip and shoulder room.
We make our Tri-Levels lots more attractive in other

•

_'rlt'

16 Tables

Our Space Department

of College M.n

303 Ash St. N.E.

U-Cue Billiards

•

,,

Phone· 26&8437

·I t :00 a.m. - I :00 a.m. Daily

Beginner and Hunter Classes now forming
New Leagues Also Forming
OPEN 7 DAYS WEEKLY
315-2549
5200 San Mateo NE

Twenty delicious meals a week • maid and linen service • Color T.V. •
recreation and study lounges • private parking • private and selni-private
rooms • close to campus • social and athletic programs • Jaundry
facilities • swimming pool and air conditioning • modestly priced.
• Reservations are now being accepted for Fall 1968. Please stop by
and see our model rooms. Our manager will be happy to discuss The
College Inn style of living with you •

PATRONIZE LOBO ADVERTISERS

SPITFIRE ARCHERY LANES

The UNM tennis team moved
its season record to 9-1 with victories over the University of Illinois and Arizona State University Friday and Saturday at the
UNM tennis courts.
Illinois, in Albuquerque for a
five-day visit, lost to the Lobos
8-1 and then shut out the Sun
Devils 9-0.
Illinois, a member of the Big
Ten conference, defeated the
Lobos' top doubles team of Tony
Bull and Van Hill 7-5, 1-6, 6-2.
Bull and Hill have lost only two
doubles matches in two years and
are currently one of the top ranked duos in the Southwest.
Results of the Lobos' 9-0 win
over ASU were: (UNM listed
first)
Ted Russell def. Jeff Corbin,
8-6, 6-4; Tony Bull def. Charles
Jurva, 6-4, 6-4; Van Hill def.
Roger Wright, 6-4, 6-2; Willie
Oropez def. Jim Halstead, 6-1,
6-3; Billy Thompson def. Bill
Gooding, 6-2, 6-3; Doug MacCurdy def. Bill Butler, 6-1, 6-2;
Bull-Hill def. Corbin-Jurva, 6-2,
6-2; Robb-Russell def. HalsteadWright, 9-7, 6-1; Donnie BallThompson def. Butler-Gooding,
9-7, 8-6.

The College Inn

CLIP

Don Dee and Glynn Saulters,
The first half, a sea-saw battle
both named the U.S. Olympic with both teams slowing the game
team Sunday, lead the NAIA all- down, was more a playmakingstars to a 64-59 upset victory over teamwork game than the previous
the cold shooting AAU all-stars run-and-gun games in the trials.
defending Olympic trial champs,
Late in the first half the tempo
Saturday night at Unive1•sity picked up and the AAU rushed
Arena.
two baskets to take a 31-29 halfBoth teams couldn't get the ball time lead. But after the break the
to drop but the ·38% from the NAIA ·jumped back on top with
field for the N AlA com paired a beautiful layup from the 6-7
with 29% for the AAU was the forward Dee and a short jumper
difference. The N AlA hit on 71%
from the 6-2 guard Saulters.
of their free shots while the frigid From then on the confident NAIA
AA U all-stars hit only 54% from pulled out to a marginal lead and
the charit yline.
managed to hold despite a fullIT WAS THE first title for the court press late in the game.
NAIA, winners of the Pan-AmerThe AAU got two members on
ican Games Trials last year, and the U.S. Olympic team in 6-1
only the second loss for the AAU Calvin Fowler and 6-7 James
in the history of the Olympic King. Both knocked in seven
Trials.
points in the final game and King
Coach Jim Gudger used a pulled down 10 rebounds.
strong bench and a good fastbreak offense to take the crown
give your clothes
from the strong but tired AAU
Sanitone
team.
Professional care!
Saulters, a senior from NE
Louisiana, and Dee, a senior from
Call 243-5671
St. Mary's of the Plains, lead both
team with 14 and 15 points, and
team members Julius Keye, Lloyd
Higgans, Darly Jones, and Charles Paulk added six each for the
victorious NAIA.
·STEVE KUBERSKI a Bradley
star was the only player for the
AA U to reach double figures with
700 Broadway NE
13. He hit 4 of 10 from the field
200 Wyoming SE
and was 5-for-6 from the line.

Defeats Illinois~ ASU

I

Pace '1
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SPORTS NOTES

WANT ADS

FOUND
I,ADY'S HANDBAG. Found at bus stop at
Yale and Central Friday, 2/29. Owner
may claim at Student Publications office
Rm. 159.
·
'
GREEN PLAID raincoat nt Post Office
after demonstration Tuesdi'Y· Call Steve
at 842-9563.
HELP WANTED
PART TIME rnale help wanted.· Apply in
person at Der Wienerschnitzel, 4201
Central NE. No phone calls please.
.PERSONALS
POETRY WANTED for Poetry Anthology.
Inelude stamped envelope. Idlewild Publishers, 54.3 Frederick, San Francisco,
California. 94U7.
·
DO YOU .BITE your nails? Would you
like to stop? A limited number of people are being ne:cepted in an experiment
to stop nail bitin.g~ Under the auspices
of UNM Psychology Dept.. Call .Mr.
Stephen, 277-l23o :for appoiJJtment.
FOR SALE
OLD .MANZANO School House built of
adobe nnd flagstone. Walls 30" thick.
Converted into home. Secluded-Huge.
Ideal for clubl~ouse, fraternity, home,
11?1.?, lih_ acre la.nd» water, ]ights, bu ..

tane. Desperate~ about to be forec:Iosed
-Want $3,000. Call George Romero
250-4800.
1960 VOLKSWAGEN-Excellent condi·
tion . .Must sell by April 10. Call 268-4192
or sec at 833 .Monroe NE.
3/10
1960 TRIUMPH motorcycle with 1964
engine 650cc. Black. See nt 1106% Orand
NE. 3/29
NEW S 'I' AND A R D :ENCYCLOPEDIA
slilthtlY used. Will sacrifice at $80: Call
M4-1969 after 5 p,m. 4/4
1934 PONTIAC 4 dr, sedan. 242-4282.
TWO BEDROOM ADOBE, (UNM area).
It'~ a world of Its own l Rustic, cbnrm·
jtlg'. with. patios and gardens, you'll be
captivated. Beautiful fireplace, diningroom, Mexjctt.n tile hRthroom, perfect
!or a couple I $14,000, call Bruce Caird
265-8571 or evenings 247-3048. Co.irdNottis Realty.
,tx

FOR RENT
1808 OLD TOWN Rd. NW. Charming ns
-a snit of Spanish armor. These one bed·
.-oom furnished adobe apts. are a swinging way of life. Call Sam Cooper 265·
8574 or evenings 842-8280. C&ird-Norris
~
Realty.
SERVICES
TYPING I For a 'super' paper - edited
grammar" spelling-, punctuation - kt a
former NYC Executive Secretary help
you. Partial background: Advertising;
Art; Financjal: Legal; Sciences~ Experienced typing professionnl papers presented national engineering conferences.
Phone: 242-0649.
PROFESSIONAL . WRITER and real
groovy teacher will liBI!ist in composition. ot papers in literature, social
sci~nces. non-teehTiica.l humanities. I
can help you think Your thoughts clearly
and exp"""' yourself vividly. Call 2426837.

Patronize
Lobo Advertizers

Seven of the top · nine scorers
in the nation's NCAA major
schools are in the 1968 Olympic
:Basketball Trials ·at University
Arena. They are Pete Maravich
of LSU (43.8), Calvin Murphy of
Niagra (38.2), Rich 'l'ravis of
Oltlahoma City (30.0), Bob Pertman of Creighton (29.5), Rick
Mount of Purdue (28.3), Shaler
Halimon of Utah State (27.1),
and Fred Foster of Miami of
Ohio (26.8).

offers the largest selection of
HAllMARK EASTER CARDS
in this area,
WEDDING INVITATIONS
and all paper goods
for the bride to be
3501 Lomas Blvd. NE 255-4989

<!I.e

AAU All-Stars
A pair of guards for the AAU
All-Stars are complete opposites
as far as age is concerned. Cal:vin Fowler of the Goodyears
played in the Pan Am Games and
graduated from St. Francis in
1962, Ted McLain is the other
guard and is a freshman at Tennessee A&I.

QIUU~
I CHING or Book of Changes.
Wilhelm/Haynes
$6,00
TROUT FISHING IN
AMERICA. Brautigan $1.95
REVOLUTION in the
REVOLUTION. Dehray .95
SCIENCE OF BEING
AND ART OF LIVING .95

Free Throw Rule
The nation's leading free-throw
shooter, Joe Heiser of Princeton,
may be hampered at the freethrow line. International rules
state that free throws are not
awarded :for all non-shooting
fouls during the first 35 minutes
of play. Heiser hit 112 of 122
attempts this year.

'Worst Big Man'
Tom Boerwinkle, Tennessee's,
seven footer and two-time AllSoutheast Conference pick, didn't
impress the college coaches much
in high school. He was (l-10 while
at Millersburg, Ky. Military and
one c()llege scout was quoted as
saying, "That's the W()rst big
man I've ever seen."

Short Shooter
One of the top scorers in the
Saulters of Northeast Louisiana
Saulters of Northest Louisiana
and the NAIA All-Stars is only
6-2 but averaged 31.3 points per
game this year, He hit on 52.6
per cent of his. field goal attempts.

Dad Didn't Help
Being the coach's son didn't do
Louisiana State. University's Pete
Maravich much good last week~
end. Maravich, one of the nation's
leading scorers this season, played
sparingly and left many pe()ple
wondering what the big to-do was
all about.

30 Minute Dorm Delivery
7 Nights Until 1:30

Maharishi Mahesh Yogi
STORIES & TEXTS FOR
$1.95
NOTHING. Beckett
.95
THE BOOK. Watts.
NCAA SIDE-HORSE CHAMPION Tom. Galiofu is shown executing
one of the many moves that Jed him to an uudefea.ted seasoo, a Western .Athletic Conference title, and, eve11tually, a national championship.
Gaboto scored a 9.6 in the side-horse individual c:ompetition Friday at
Tucson and c:aptured the only Jl&tiooal title for New Menco. California
pulled a surprising upset in the high-bar rompetitioo aDil went on to
beat defending champion Southern ntmois by one-tenth of a point for
the team title. Iowa and Temple University finished third and fourth
in the meet. The four teams were the Ollly sQrVivots from. the eight
regional wbmers that qualified for the meet.

EVERGREEN
REVIEWS
Nos. 52 & 53
$1.00
HOW TO STAY OUT
OF THE ARMY. Lynn $1.25
ESSAYS&

INTRODUCTIONS
120 Yale S.E.

$2.45
842-1413

Galioto Captures
Gymnastics Title
.Junior 'l'om Galioto turned in
an impressive 9.6 performance
Friday at Tucson to capture the
championship in the side horse
event of the NCAA gymnastics
championships. Galioto was the
only Lobo to capture an individual
title in the meet.
Galioto won the Western Athletic Conference title two weeks
ago at Tucson with a 9.5 in side
horse. Three other Lobo team
members, Stonny Eaton, Rich
McConnell, and Bob Smith also
won gold medals in the WAC
meet.
California won the team title in
the NCAA meet by compiling
188.25 points. California scored
2'7.40 points in the high bar event
to edge out defending NCAA
champion Southern Tilinois by
()ne-tenth of a point. Southern
Illinois finished with 188.15 points.
Iowa finished with 186.55 and
Temple University bad 176.45 to
round out the top four teams in
the meet. New Mexico Coach
Rusty Mitchell had hoped his
Lobos could finish in the top four
but admitted that his team's
chances would be hurt by the ineligibility of several team mem-

bers.
Southern Tilinois was expected
to win its second eonsecutive
NCAA title but it got some surprising competition in the final
eventa of the meet. Caluornia
outscored Southern IllinoiS 27.40
to 26.15 in the last event of the
meet to capture the title.
New Mexico finished its 1968
season with an 11-0 record in regular season competition.
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Dispute Reopens Lobo Editor Position
ASUNM Budget Approved
In 10-l-lour Senate Meeting
By MELISSA HOWARD
As dawn broke this morning
Student Senate voted a $30,400 allocation for The Mirage, winding
up a ten-hour meeting with a proposed 1968-tl9 Associated Students
budget of $234,208.55.
The Mirage allocation, subject
of a three-hour debate, is based
on a total cost of '$47,400 for 7000
copies. The student-government
subsidy is in addition to a recommendation that about $13,'750
be raised through sales of adveritisng, sales of pages in the book
to campus organizations, and sales
of advance subscriptions.
THE LOBO'S Tequested allocation, based on e>.."Pansion to five
issues a week, was approved at
$34,'997.50. The subsidy for The
Thunderbird was reduced :from the
requested $4025 to $3050. Senators suggested that two instead

of three issues might be publisbed ne:x:t year.
E:UNM's $24,474 request, ineluding funds for conversion of
the FM radio station to stereo
broadcasting, was approved.
SEN ATORS ALSO voted to allocate no funds for publication of
El Recad(), student government's
calendar"newsletter initiated this
fall by ASUNM President John
Thorson. Sen. Cleve Seamon remarked that publication of El
Recado was "doubling up" on the
infonnation already available
through The Lobo and through
the office o:f a recently established
ASUNM publicity director.
Senate voted to earmark $2000
of Speakers Committee funds to
finance the Inter-Religious Conncil's "Department Dialogues."
'l'his program will bring to UNM
speakers who are versed both in
certain academic fields and in
theology as part of a continuing
series of studies on "Man and

Political Support
SoughtbyGroups
OPEN

2p.m 0

----------------------

Ben's

Barber Shop

and Hair Styling
Now With
2 Barbers
Ben and Ron
Appointments
Available
But Not
Necessary

Specializing
in Razor-Cuts
and
Hair-Styling

Conveniently Close To Campus
. (across from the Triangle)
2914 Central S.E.
255-4371

No.94
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RFK, Nixon

K~?edy

Megalopolis."
TilE REV. W. E. Crews, chaplain of Canterbury Chapel, told
the senators that the program was
designed to raise new questions
about the relationship of academic
disciplines to modern life by emphasizing the common factorman-in all disciplines, and to
e n c o u r a g e inter-departmental
communication.
"UNM is basically a technological school: we come here merely
to learn skills," the Rev. Crews
said. "What is a university's true
:function 7 Isn't it to teach people
to deal with people?" he asked.
'l'HE SEN ATE also voted a
$900 allocation to the Graduate
Student Council, which had requested $5800. Graduate students
taking full loads are required to
pay activity fees, and Senate Finance Committee Chairman Coleman Travelstead said the major~
ity of the allocation would have
(Continued on page 8)

'l'he Board of Student Publica- Juggler, UNM's humor magazine;
tions last night reopened applica- and Nooley Reinheardt, Lobo
tions for the editorship of next managing editor. Reinheardt reyear's Lobo :following a dispute ceived the Lobo staff's unanimoittl'
over procedures which Lobo Edi- endorsement for the position.
Melissa Howard, Lobo reporter
tor Chuck Noland used in obtainand
editor of the 1967 summer
ing the editorial staff's recomLob(),
indicated last night she
mendation for the job.
would
apply
for the job.
Under Pub Board policy, the
Pub
Board
scheduled a special
editorial staff is t() hold secretmeeting
for
April
23 to interview
ballot nominations for members
new
applicants
and
review Burof the staff whom they would like
to see hired, However, Noland ex~ ton's and Reinheardt's applicaplained last night, for at least tions before naming next year's
the last two years the staff has editor.
THE NEW deadline for subvoted on. an endorsement between
mitting
applications for the Lobo
staff members wh() had already
applied rather than making actual editorship will be noon April 19.
New applicants will be interviewnominations.
"SOMEWHERE along the line ed at the April 23 meeting.
Also reopened were applications
the policy didn't get communicatfor
editorship of The Thundered from some editor to his sucbird,
UNM's literary magazine.
cessor," Nolandn said, "and so it
Thunderbird
applicants must subevolved into an endorsement of
mit
applications
by the same deadstaffers who had already applied
line
as
new
Lobo
and
rather than nominations of people the staff would like to see
apply."
For the last two years there has
been only one applicant for the
editorship, and the staff recommendation has been simply a unanimous ~ndorsement <Jf that candidate by a voice vote, Noland explained.
UNTIL LAST night two students had applied for the editorship: Rob Burton, editor of The

U NM G enera \ r\
N·
1ves
racu ty
,..
T e a c he r - cr v a ., u a I 0 n sy s t e. m

MIKE TRUJILLO
V'
Student groups for Senator
L.
R<Jb\;rt
and. fornlet vic:1:
will be interviewed at the April
university faculty or administra- 23 meeting.
prestdent Rtcbard N1xon for thell'
grading,
respective party's presidential
By GRANT HAUVEY
Student Senate last night cut
Th()rson pointed out at the tion to publish the results of a
n?minations ~et separ~tely last
The UNM General Faculty last meeting that the Faculty Hand- student evaluation as a "course the Thunderbird's allocation for
:ught to ou~lme campaign plans night defeated a proposal sub- book itself states under a section guide" for students?"
next year from $4025 to $3050,
THORSON SAID that the ques- with the recommendation that the
m New MeXlCO.
'tted b th c
'tt
th
on
appointment
and
promotional
The Kennedy organization indi- mt .
. Y e . omml ee ort . e
tion was invalid because it would
cated its major concern will be U~nverstty that would have m- policy that one source of infor- have been the students who pub·
"to reach" other 5 t 11 d en t s shtuted
a .student-sponsored mation for determining teacher lished the results with no :funds
throughout the state. Acting Nix- teacher-evaluatiOn system at quality is through judgments of from either faculty or adminisstudents.
on chairman .John Slenes appoint- UNM.
THOUGH TilE COST of pro- tration.
ed committees for finance, pubJob'!- Thorson, st~dent .repreBaughman had further sW.ted,
licity and program to obtain sentatwe at the meetmg, satd that gramming the evaluation -program "I would insist that the results of
speakers
the refusal of the faculty to co- would have been shared by stusuch a questionnaire are priEd M;slick, Jr. county Repub- operate in a joint faculty-stud~nt dent government and adminis- vileged, not public administration.
lican :finance chairman talked approach to teacher evaluation tration, the cost of a course and Publication will serve no useful
about organizing a studl!~t Nixon could result in the production. of teacher guide would have been purpose on the campus, in the
campaign. His advice was ''Bring nn underground te.acher-ra~~g carried by activity fees, Thorson city, or in the state."
favorable attention to yourselves booklet. Thorson ctted Inst.,ht said.
"I think the refusal of the facwith small raffles and speakers, printed a year ago, as an example.
Thorson said that Professor ulty t() cooperate with the evnluathen after your organization has
THORSON SAID that Insight Ernest Baughman of the English tion program has done UNM stugrown begin having larger dances failed because it was based on department had earlier spear- dents a disservice," Thorson said.
and luncheons."
unfounded judgments composed . headed .a drive to defeat the pro- "The evaluation was to have been
Jim Greer, spokesman :for the of an inadequate sample of stu- posal by preparing a mimeo- a cooperative venture among stu•
Citizens for Kennedy (comprised dents. "An approved evaluation graphed statement that questioned dents, faculty members, and adlargely of resident N.M. voters), system such as the one we pre- the function and purpose of the ministration with a common goal
said his group 'vill make a strong sented would have had three main evaluation.
ROY CORNELIUS
In his statement Baughman to attain quality education at
effort at getting people to appear purposes," he said.
magazine be cut from three to
at their precinct conventions.
The program would have i)rO- asked, "Is it the function of a UNM."
two issues per academic year.
There, supposedly, the :Kennedy vided evaluative information on
1\HE:E TRUJILLO, a Mirage
movement (and .any other) must each faculty member which could
staff
member, was appointed to
be 1:1trong if it hopes to send a be useful as one factor in col1the
yearbook next year. Truedit
majority .of delegates to the na- sidering questions such as tenure,
jill(),
a
junior,
has wo1·ked on the
tional 1:onvention.
promotion, and salary, Thorson
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